Abstract. While social media platforms such as Twitter can provide rich and up-to-date information for a wide range of applications, manually digesting such large volumes of data is difficult and costly. Therefore it is important to automatically infer coherent and discriminative topics from tweets. Conventional topic models and document clustering approaches fail to achieve good results due to the noisy and sparse nature of tweets. In this paper, we explore various ways of tackling this challenge and finally propose a two-stage hierarchical topic modelling system that is efficient and effective in alleviating the data sparsity problem. We present an extensive evaluation on two datasets, and report our proposed system achieving the best performance in both document clustering performance and topic coherence.
Introduction
In recent years social media platforms are increasingly being used as data sources to collect all kinds of updates posted by people. Updates that are of interest range from journalistic information that news practitioners can utilise for news gathering and reporting [25, 14] , as well as opinions expressed by people towards a broad range of topics. While social media is a rich resource to shed light on public opinion and to track newsworthy stories ranging from political campaigns to terrorist attacks, it is often difficult for humans to keep track of all the relevant information provided the large volumes of data. Automatic identification of topics can help to produce a manageable list that is easier to digest for users, enabling for instance identification of real-world events among those topics.
In contrast to the well-studied task of Topic Detection and Tracking [2] , which is concerned with topic detection from newswire articles, detecting topics in social media such as Twitter poses the challenges of dealing with unmoderated, user-generated content. This presents caveats such as inconsistent vocabulary across different users as well as the brevity of microposts that often lack sufficient context. As a consequence, traditional document clustering approaches using bag-of-words representation and topic models relying on word co-occurrence fall short of achieving competitive performance.
Recently a number of studies have employed various topic modelling approaches to tweets [30, 36, 38, 26] , reporting mixed results and proving it to be a challenging task. In this work, we are motivated to effectively group tweets to a number of clusters, with each cluster representing a topic, story or event. Specifically, we propose a two-stage hierarchical topic modelling system shown in Figure 1 , which: 1) uses a collapsed Gibbs Sampling algorithm for the Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture model (GSDMM) [38] for tweet clustering; 2) aggregates each tweet cluster to form a virtual document; 3) applies the second stage of topic modelling to the virtual documents but this time incorporates word embeddings as latent features (LFLDA) [26] . This not only alleviates the noisy nature of tweets but also generates meaningful and interpretable topics. Finally we conduct extensive evaluation on two datasets, using clustering evaluation metrics as well as topic model quality metrics. We compare our proposed approaches with other clustering-based methods and topic models, reporting the best scores in both clustering performance and topic coherence. 
Related work
Conventional topic models such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [6] have shown great success in various Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks for discovering the latent topics that occur in long and structured text documents. Due to the limited word co-occurrence information in short texts, conventional topic models perform much worse for social media microposts such as tweets as demonstrated by Rosa et al. [32] . In this section we review the recent developments on Twitter topic modelling and how to tackle the sparse and noisy nature of tweets.
Earlier studies try to utilise external knowledge such as Wikipedia [30] to improve topic modelling on short texts. This requires a large text corpus which may have a domain issue for the task at hand. Since then four approaches have been studied in the literature to adapt conventional topic models for short texts such as tweets: 1) Directly model the generation of word co-occurrence pattern (i.e. biterms) as demonstrated by Yan et al. [37] . However, such word co-occurrence information is still limited to the 140 characters of each tweet.
2) Apply a document pooling strategy, to aggregate tweets to a number of virtual documents, based on authors [36] , hashtags [21] , conversation [3] or other metadata [11] such as timestamps and named entities. This strategy helps to overcome the limited context information in tweets, but pooling by such metadata can potentially have adverse effect on the subsequent topic modelling.
3) [27] proposed a simple topic model, named Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture (DMM) model, based on the assumption that each document is sampled from one single latent topic. The DMM model has since then been used in many Twitter topic modelling studies for alleviating the data sparsity problem and reported to give more coherent topics [40, 38, 31, 18] , given that its underlying assumption is reasonable for short texts. 4) Complement topic models which use the global word collocation patterns in the same document/tweet, with word embeddings that exploit the local word collocation patterns within a context window. [26] extend LDA and DMM to incorporate word embeddings as latent features. Such latent feature component is integrated with its original topic-word Dirichlet multinomial component. [18] propose to incorporate word embeddings through the generalised Pólya urn model in topic inference. [12] propose to infer topics via document-level cooccurrence patterns of latent concepts instead of words themselves. All of these approaches aim to improve topic coherence by connecting semantically related words to overcome the short length of tweets.
In this paper, we present a comparative study on both topic modelling and document clustering approaches over two datasets, namely a first story detection corpus [29] and a large-scale event detection corpus covering over 500 events [20] . Our proposed two-stage topic modelling system adopts three of the four strategies mentioned above, achieving not only the best performance measured in document clustering metrics but also topic coherence for its generated topics.
Methodology
In recent years we have witnessed various topic modelling studies tackling the challenge of clustering tweets into topics using several different strategies, and yet it is still proven to be a difficult task to solve. Inspired by the two-stage online-offline approach in Twitter event detection studies [5, 39] , we propose a two-stage hierarchical topic modelling system consisting of two state-of-the-art topic models, namely GSDMM [38] and LFLDA [26] , with a tweet-pooling step streamlining the whole clustering process.
In the collapsed Gibbs Sampling algorithm for the Dirichlet Multinomial Mixture model [38] (GSDMM), the probability of a document belonging to a cluster is proportional to the cluster size and the frequency of each word of the document in the cluster. More specifically after the initialisation step where documents are randomly assigned to K clusters, at each iteration it uses three count variables to record the information of each cluster: n w z which is the frequency of word w in cluster z, n z which is the number of words in cluster z and m z which is the number of documents in cluster z. Given its proven record on clustering tweets, we use GSDMM as the first stage of topic modelling and set K to be a very large number which allows GSDMM to automatically infer the final number of clusters.
As shown in Figure 1 , we then assign every tweet to its corresponding cluster and aggregate each cluster to form a virtual document that consists of every tweet in that cluster. This pooling step is very similar to previous work [36, 21, 3] , with the difference that it does not use any metadata which may not be available always (e.g. not every tweet mentions a hashtag or named entity).
Finally we apply the second stage of topic modelling to the previously generated virtual documents. Here we are motivated to take advantage of word embeddings [22] which have been shown to perform well in various NLP tasks, and combine it with topic models. [26] achieves this by replacing its topic-term multinomial distribution with a two-component mixture of a Dirichlet multinomial component and a word embedding component. We choose the better performing LFLDA model for our second-stage of topic modelling. Thus each tweet is assigned a topic with the highest topic proportion 1 given the virtual document cluster that it is in.
Datasets
We compare our proposed system with aforementioned approaches on two datasets, with different characteristics that help us generalise our results to different topic modelling tasks:
-A first story detection (FSD) corpus [29] collected from the beginning of July to mid-September 2011, containing 2204 tweets with each tweet annotated as one of 27 real-world stories such as "Death of Amy Winehouse" and "Terrorist attack in Delhi". It has some overlap of stories as well, e.g. four of the stories are related to the London riots in 2011, makes it also applicable to the task of sub-story detection. -A large-scale event detection (ED) corpus [20] For the above models we assign the topic with the highest topic proportion to each tweet. As for document clustering baseline methods, we use the learnt topic proportion from the above topic models as feature for each tweet and apply a clustering algorithm, e.g. OLDA+HC. Additionally, we also evaluate a tweet clustering approach [35] that uses character-based tweet embeddings (i.e. Tweet2Vec [8] ) and outperforms the winner [13] of the 2014 SNOW breaking news detection competition 2,3 which was defined as a topic detection task. This method was named as Tweet2Vec+HC. All document clustering baselines employ a hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm as it is proven to be effective in [35] .
The same preprocessing steps are applied to all methods to reduce the noise level. This includes removing hashtag symbols, URL links, user mention symbols and punctuation as well as lower-casing and the tokenisation of each tweet.
Experimental settings: GSDMM infers the number of clusters automatically based on a pre-defined upper bound, we set this initial number to 100 (which is a large number comparing to the true number of clusters). For all other topic models including the ones in our proposed system we set the number of topics, K = 100, even if they are in the second stage of topic modelling. We use GloVe 4 word embedding representation for LFTM and LCTM.
For LFTM we empirically set β = 0.2, λ = 0.6 for processing tweets; and β = 0.1, λ = 0.6 for virtual documents in the second stage of topic modelling. The number of latent concepts S in LCTM is set to 500. The number of iterations in GSDMM is set to 100. Other parameters are kept to their default settings.
For Tweet2Vec+HC we directly use the Tweet2Vec model from [35] trained using 88,148 tweets, also the same hierarchical clustering algorithm implementation from fast-cluster library [23] . Hierarchical clustering requires to choose a distance metric, linkage method and criterion in forming flat clusters. We evaluate the performance of different linkage methods and a wide range of distance metrics, using the Cophenetic Correlation Coefficient (CPCC) [34] and pick the best performing combination. The mean Silhouette Coefficient [33] , a cluster validity index, was found to be the most effective among 30 validity indices for measuring the quality of the produced clusters [4] . To avoid using the ground truth labels, we select the optimal criterion and distance threshold according to the Silhouette score in a grid-search set-up. This way we make sure our comparisons are reasonable and unbiased.
Tweet clustering evaluation
With topic models, we can represent each tweet with its topic distribution p(topic|tweet). Hence we can evaluate the performance of each topic model on a document clustering task, by using the topic proportion directly as the final cluster assignment or indirectly as feature representations for a further round of clustering or topic modelling. We then compare the resulting clusters to the true cluster labels in two datasets. Normalised Mutual Information (NMI) is widely used for measuring the overlap between the cluster assignments and the ground truth labels. It ranges from 0.0 (worst) to 1.0 (best). We select NMI as our clustering evaluation metric. Table 1 presents the performance of the different methods on both datasets. Among the standalone topic models, GSDMM consistently outperforms other methods except for day-2 of the event detection (ED) corpus where it is beaten by OLDA by a small margin. OLDA showing surprisingly good performance across the board, credits to the online nature of its optimisation. The models that incorporate word embeddings, namely LFLDA and LCTM, show inconsistent performance over the two datasets. Different to what is reported in [12] , we found that LCTM performs worse than LFLDA in half of the cases 5 , potentially caused by the noisy nature of tweets and its adverse effect on constructing latent concepts. In general the two online models perform reasonably well for this task. As for Twitter Online LDA (TOLDA), interestingly we observe it performs worse than OLDA on the ED corpus, due to the large number of clusters it assigns to the tweets.
We observe mixed results by employing hierarchical clustering using topic proportions as features. In many cases it is showing to give almost equivalent performance than using any topic model alone. This shows by simply using topic proportion as features for clustering is not a promising approach. We also observe by using Tweet2Vec neural embeddings with HC, it generates large number of clusters and thus very poor result.
Our two-stage topic modelling methods have shown to be rather effective in improving clustering performance, as only in 2 out of the 33 cases we have seen performance drop when comparing to either one of the topic models employed by the method (i.e. TOLDA+OLDA performs worse than OLDA at day-1 and day-2). This shows the promising result of using our proposed hierarchical topic modelling process with a pooling step. The proposed GSDMM+LFLDA proved to achieve consistent best performance over different datasets except at day-4 of the ED corpus it is beaten by GSDMM+OLDA. Table 1 . Document clustering performance (NMI only) on both datasets
Topic coherence evaluation
Here we examine the quality of our hierarchical topic modelling system by the topic coherence metric. Such metric measures to what extent the top topic words, or the words that have high probability in each topic are semantically coherent [7] . This includes using word intrusion [7] , Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) [24] and Normalised PMI (NPMI) [17] . We adopt the word embedding-based topic coherence metric, proposed in [9] , which is shown to have a high agreement with humans and are more robust than the PMI-based metrics for tweets. In this paper we use two pre-trained word embedding models learnt from Twitter data 6 , resulting in two metrics G-T-WE (GloVe) and W-T-WE (Word2Vec). We also adopt the approach in [15] , computing coherence for top-5/10/15/20 words and then take the mean over the 4 values.
For the ED corpus, we average all the results over the 5-day period for each model. As shown in Table 2 , GSDMM+LFLDA achieves the best topic coherence in 3 out of 4 cases, with TOLDA+OLDA outperforming the others for W-T-WE on the ED data. When we compare the the two-stage topic modelling approach (i.e. TOLDA+* or GSDMM+*) to its respective topic model used in the first stage (i.e. TOLDA or GSDMM), we observe in 10 out of 12 cases its topic coherence has improved. Though our results for coherence are not perfect, it is demonstrated the usefulness of aggregating first round tweet clusters into virtual documents without the use of any metadata and then performing second round of topic modelling. As a result it is able to create not only more discriminative but also more coherent clusters. Table 2 . Averaged topic coherence for both corpora
Qualitative evaluation of topics
We also present a set of randomly selected example topics generated by the proposed system, GSDMM+LFLDA, on both data sets. Due to the limited space, these example topics are shown in Table 3 and Table 4 of the Appendix.
Conclusions and future work
Inferring topics in tweets is hard due to the short and noisy nature of tweets. In this paper we proposed a two-stage hierarchical topic modelling system, named GSDMM+LFLDA, that leverages a state-of-the-art Twitter topic model, a topic model with word embeddings incorporated and a tweet pooling step without the use of metadata in any form. We performed extensive experiments on two Twitter corpora. The experimental results show our proposed approach outperforms other clustering-based methods and topic models, in both clustering performance and topic coherence. For future work, we plan to evaluate our system in tracking the same set of topics across adjacent time intervals, which is a different task to document clustering and topic detection.
We present a set of randomly selected example topics generated by GSDMM+LFLDA, on both the first story detection (FSD) corpus and the first day of the event detection (ED) corpus, as seen in Table 3 and Table 4 . Each detected topic is presented with its top-10 topic words, and is matched with the corresponding topic description or story from the ground truth (given by the creators of these data sets), as well as a sample tweet retrieved using the topic keywords.
As shown in Table 3 and Table 4 , words in obtained topics are mostly coherent and well aligned with a ground-truth topic description. We can also discover more useful information with regard to the corresponding real-world story, by simply looking at its topic words. For example, in the first topic of 
